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In this paper various data for the depression of Tc and
N(O) are presented for a wide class of A15 materials. The
question of disorder and the limits on Tc in these materials
are discussed.

I. INTRODUCTION

It is a well-established fact that the transition tempera-
ture, Tc, of the A15 superconductors is drastically altered by
particle irradiation. In this paper we primarily focus on the
question of the behavior of the density of states (DOS) at the
Fermi level, N(0) and its relationship to Tc and disorder,
where the disorder is characterized by tl.e residual resistiv-
ity Po° I n detail we realize that p o alone cannot exactly de-
fine Tc. Low temperature irradiations and anneals have shown
that Tc is not necessarily a unique function of p o (Wiesmann,
1978; Brown et al<>, 1978). However we feel that the approxi-
mation is adequate for the purposes of most discussions.

It was noted (Hulm and Blaugher, 1972} that for bcc alloys
of neighboring d-band transition metals, the electron phonon
coupling parameter X, as determined from McMillan's equation
was proportional to N(0). Since \/tt(O)=<I2>/M<w2>, it implied
that <I^>/M<ai^> (all the terms have their usual meaning) was
constant for a particular alloy system. More recently Varma
and Dynes, (1976) speculated that for the AlS's, disorder would
not change the ratio \./N(0),

work supported by DOE.



The question of how disorder affects the DOS and hence Tc

was considered by Crow et al., (1969) in explaining the T c de-
pression of thin film niobium with disorder. In that paper
they argued that the DOS of niobium N(e) would be smeared out
because of the decreasing mean free path I or the decreasing
electron lifetime T owing to the energy uncertainty relation
(Ae)T~hr where &e is the width of the N(e) peak in energy.
This smearing effectively decreases N(0) as T decreases and
thereby Tc drops. Experimental support for this viewpoint is
found for the case of vanadium thin films where N(0) was de-
termined (Teplov et al., 1976) . For the case of the A15 where
sharp structure in the DOS is expected, a similar smearing
argument would indicate a decreasing N(0) with disorder (either
defect or thermally induced).

In this paper we shall present new data on disordered
Nb3Al, V3Si, and HO3Ge. We briefly outline the way the DOS is
estimated from critical field measurements and show how N(0)
varies with the residual resistivity po. Based on these data
we shall examine the assumption of \QCN(O) , and also the ques-
tion of sharp structure in high Tc Al5's. Finally we discuss
the question of disorder and the maximum attainable T c among
the transition metal based A15 compounds. We argue that recent
estimates (Ho et al., 1978) of the effect of phonon-disorder
are too pessimistic.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

Samples of A15 superconductors were prepared by e-beam co-
evaporation onto heated single crystal sapphire substrates*
which were masked to give an appropriate geometry for resis-
tivity measurements. These samples were analyzed by x-ray dif-
fraction and microprobed to determine the composition and the
phases present. Table I lists the properties of the "as de-
posited" samples whose data are presented in the subsequent
section. Defect disorder was introduced in the samples by
means of 2.5 MeV a++-particle irradiation at the BNL small Van
de Graaff. After each irradiation the Tc, p o, and the critical
field slope (dHC2/dT)T,

aHc2(Tc) was measured.
In earlier publication (Ghosh et al., 1978b) we have shown

how one can estimate the electronic specific heat coefficient
Y from the critical field slope near Tc. The expression for
Y is:

/ A 7*17 x

Y - ~ T 2.2 x 104 H'2 - I (1)



TABLE I. Some Parameters of Evaporated A15

Material TcCK) Qo(\iQcm) H'Q2(KOe/K) r\ <l£lp>(ev)

NbjSn
Nb3Ge
Nb3Al
V3Si
Mo3Ge
MO3GB<=

17.88
20.9
16.3
16.0

1.45
1.76

0.09
0.9
0.4
0.3
0.01
0.2

14.6
50.0
53.8

8.4
0.14
9.9

21.6
25.2
26.8
21.5

—
0.8

1.21
1.23
1.19
1.14
1.02
1.02

—
3.7*
3.7
3.1b

—
——

aP. B. Allen et al., 1978
bL. F. Matheiss et al., 1978
cSputtered sample
& indicates midpoint of resistive transition

where HC2 *-
s in KOe/K, p o is in uQ-cm, y *

s *n ergs/cm3-K2, vp"
is the renoraialized averaged Fermi velocity in cm/sec, and r\
is a strong-coupling correction (Rainer and Bergmann, 1974)
that depends on Tc/<j^,and is of the order of unity. It was
shown (Ghosh et al., 1978) that for Nb3Sn, making the assump-
tion that either <N(O)vp> = constant or <N(O)v|> = constant
leads essentially to similar results. In this paper we have
assumed that <N(0) v|b» is held constant as the sample is
damaged. This implies that the plasma energy 0£ remains con-
stant, which is a fairly good assumption since in the Al5's its
variation with energy near the Fermi surface is very much
weaker than either N(e) or vF (Mattheiss et al., 1978; Pickett
et al., 1979). Then eq. (1) reduces to

2.2 x 10 31[l* 4.844
(2)

where Q_ is in ev. The term in the square brackets represents
the correction term which becomes important when I > %Q, where
% is the B,C.S. coeherence length. The values of dp used in
this paper were taken from the literature and is listed in
Table I. Once y i-s calculated from the data, the value of
N(O)=(3/2)(y/n2k|)/(l+\) is obtained, \ being calculated from
the measured T c using either the Allen-Dynes equation (Allen

c

and Dynes, 1975) with f^,
equation (McMillan, 1968).

equal to unity or the McMillan



III. RESULTS

A. Tc Variation with Disorder

The systematics of Tc depression for the case of Nb3Sn and
Nb3Ge has been studied earlier (Ghosh et al., 1978a). In :?ig.
l(a) the Tc behavior of a*"*"- and electron irradiated Nb3Sn is
shown (o) as a function of the residual resistivity po»
That of Nb3Al and V3Si are also shown in Fig. l(a). For the
case of Mo3Ger irradiation is seen to increase Tc (Gurvitch
et al., 1978) to saturated values >6 K, as shown in Fig. l(b).
We will return to this point, later in the discussion.

B. Estimate of N(0)

To examine the behavior of N(0) as a function of disorder,
we have used eq. (2) to determine y from H ^ ^d p o measure-
ments.

1. NbjSn. In the un.;-radiated state the specific heat
coefficient Y»»5Q±2inJ/g-mol K2. Using <miOg>~125 K, (Allen and
Dynes, 1975) n*~0.1, \ is calculated from the Allen-Dynes equa-
tion and N(O)is estmated to be~0.91 states/ev-atom. The data
of Ghosh et al., 0.978b) is replotted in Fig. 2(a) which shows
the behavior of N(O) as a function of po.

It was shown (Ghosh et al., 1978b) that the behavior of
N(0) with T is quantitatively explained by taking \,«N(0) as-
suming <uuiog> does not change with disorder. This indicates
that <I^>/M<o%»"*2.1-2.3 remains relatively unchanged as Tc is
changed by a factor of ~4.5. In the heavily irradiated state
(p_>130 uft-cm), the data do seem to indicate a slight drop in
the ratio to ~1.7-1.8. This change could be attributed to a
5-10% increase in <JI> (or 9 ) or a 5-10% change in <I2>, some
of which is expected owing to an increase in lattice parameter
of the irradiated sample (Butler, 1977).

2, Nb3Al<, Using Op ~3.7 ev, the value of y'was calculated
to be ~30±2mJ/g-mol K2. Using <5U-^OJ>«153 K (Allen and Dynes,
1975) and u* ~0.1, the calculated \ ~1.4 indicates a value of
N(0) ~0.7 states/ev-atom in the unirradiated state. With in-
creasing disorder N(O) decreases and its behavior with p o is
shown in Fig. 2(b)...(+). In the case of Nb3Al, the data show
that the ratio \/N(O) changes from an initial value of 2.0-2.4
to ~1.4-1.6 as the To is changed from 16 K to <4 K. The un-
certainty in the values arises from the uncertainty in the ex-
perimental value of y and the value of u* (0.1-0.13) that one
uses in calculating \ from the expression for Tc.



3, Nb3Ge. The y value ./as calculated using ftp ~3.7 ev. It
is not crucial what value one use for dp, since the contribu-
tion of the correction term at p o ~50 nU-cm is quite small ~5%.
The unirradiated value of y ~26£l mJ/g-mol K2. \ was
calculated from the Allen-Dynes equation with <JUlog> —153 K,
from which N(0) was estimated to be ~0.5 states/ev-atom. The
data of Wiesmann et al., (1978) is plotted (+) here in Fig.
2(a) to compare with the data of Nb^Sn.

The high T c Nb3Ge behaves quite differently from Nb3Sn, It
is fould that the value of <I2>/H<m2> changes drastically from
~3.7-3.9 to 1.8-1.9 as Tc is changed from 21 K to ~11 K. Below
that the ratio remains unchanged to a Tc ~4 K. Tsuei (1978)
has interpreted this to mean that for Nb3Ge <I^> changes a
factor ~4 as the Tc is depressed to ~4 K. Although this may be
the actual trend in Nb3Ge, we would like to point out that the
starting material may not be a homogeneous high Tc Nb3Ge but
may contain some fraction of disordered A15 as has been
measured by EXAFS (Brown et al,, 1977).

4. V3SX. For this sample ftp was chosen to be ~*3.1 ev which
is intermediate to the calculated and the measured values for
V3Si. Under this assumption eq. (2) gave a value of y~56t4
mj/g-mol K2. Using McMillan's equation with 6D ~400 k and n*
~0.13 (Viswanathan and Caton, 1978) \ is calculated to be —0.9
and hence N(O) is estimated to be ~»1.6 states/ev-atom. With
irradiation, the y value drops rapidly and the behavior of N(O)
with p o is shown (A) in Fig. 2(b). Also shown are the heat
capacity data (Viswanathan and Caton, 1978) (O) on single
crystal V3Si before and after neutron irradiation and the data
(o) on the same crystal using the reported values of Hj.2<Tc)
and p o (Guha et ala, 1978). The trend in the data is remark-
ably similar for the different samples and for the different
methods of measurement.

V Si shows a rather high value for the N(O) in the unir-
radiated state and decreases very rapidly with increasing po.
In this case we find that contrary to niobium compounds the
initial value of <I2>/M<3(jo2> ~0.5 is low and rises to ~1 for p o

>65 jiQ-cm and then remains fairly constant ac the value for
increasing values of po.

'* AfojGe. For this low T c A15, y
 n a s been calculated from

eqo (2) where the square bracket has been taken »1.0. This is
always the case for Mo3Ge since J&«§ O for p o >S î Q-cm. The \
has been calculated from McMillan's equation assuming 6D ~400 K
and u* ~0.1. The values of N(O) thus estimated (+) are shown
in Fig. l(a). While there is considerable scatter in the data,
the overall trend is one cf increasing N(O) with increasing Tc,
\/N(0) staying relatively constant at «*1.3-1.6.



IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

In this section we summarize the behavior of N(O) and
\/N(O) with disorder and we discuss the question of the maximum
limit on T^.

A. Behavior of N(0) with Disorder

For the A15 class of materials, it is expected that the DOS
will have structure on a scale much smaller than that for tran-
sition metals like Nb. Recent band structure calculations in-
dicate that indeed the DOS has fine structure on the scale
~0.05-0.1 ev (Pickett et al., 1979; Van Kessel et al., 1978).
If the Fermi level falls near a peak in the DOS, then as T is
decreased due to increased scattering (either phonons or de-
fects) , the DOS is "smeared out" and N(O) will drop as a con-
sequence of the increasing width of the peak as per the un-
certanity relation (Ae)T~h. Since T=4rT/(C2ipo) , then as p o in-
creases, Ae will increase. Typically,for Qp ~3O7 ev, (Ae) *-200
K for a p o ~10 ufl-cm. In the case of Nb3Sn, the data in Fig.
2(a) do not clearly indicate whether there is a sharp structure
in DOS. If a fine structure does exist its AE >8 D which is
~250-280 K. However, for V3Si, the data in Fig. 2(b) indicate
a rather dramatic decrease in N(0) as po increases from about
4 to ~30 iafl-cm. The data show that for V3Si at least, struc-
ture in the DOS ~100 K is possible. We also note that most of
the structure is smeared out by a p o ~65 ̂ Q-cm. One conse-
quence of a structure which is finer than 6D is that the N(O)
appearing in X. or T c will have to be averaged over 9Q ~400-500
K (Nettle and Thomas, 1977) which translates to an effective
p o ~25 uQ-cm. This would indicate that the actual <I2>/^2>=
=X,/CN(0)>9JJ would be larger in the high Tc state. Recently it
was shown by Testardi and Mattheiss,(1978) that by using the
calculated band structure parameters the trend with disorder of
N(O) , <vp> and <H^> could be calculated by averaging these
parameters over energy ranges Ejjsjl/T. They calculated these
parameters as a function of p, (this could be either defect or
thermally induced), for a number of bcc alloys and v3si. The
calculated behavior of N(O) for V3S1 is very similar to Fig.
2(b). Moreover, by taking N(0) averaged over 9D, they showed
that the experimental Tc behavior of V3Si with p o could be
accounted for by assuming \«<ii>.

In the case of MO3Ge, the Fermi level is most probably lo-
cated in the region of low DOS between the bonding and anti-
bonding peaks. As the material is disordered and the peaks
. smear out, it is expected that the N(0) of the low DOS material
will increase while that of a high DOS like Nb3Sn will drop.



The situation is analogous to the case of transition metals
where the Tc of Nb drops on disordering with that of Mo in-
creases (Collver and Hammond, 1973).

B. Variation of \/N(0) with Disorder

The data show that for A15 materials with high DOS the be-
havior of Tc is largely governed by N(0) and its variation
with disorder. This is the case for both the well-ordered
Al5's Nb3Sn and V3Si and also the low Tc Mo3Ge. For Nb3Al the
data indicate a decrease in <I^>/MrSu%». However what causes
this cannot be answered without some knowledge about the de-
pendence of <JU^> with disorder. The behavior is in the right
direction since a decrease in N(0) and <I2> would affect the
phonon frequencies, making them higher.

The Nb3Ge data show that <12>/V<ai'2> changes a factor of 2
from an initial high value of ~3.7-3.9. This could mean either
(1} that the electron-phonon interaction in the metastable
Nb3Ge is substantially higher than that in Nb3Sn or V3Si, as
has been mentioned by Tsuei (1978) or (2) that even for Nb3Ge,
X/M(O) behavior is similar to Nb3Sn but that the actual N(0)
changes are incorrectly estimated owing to poor sample quality.
The implication of a large <!%» is, that for A15 material the
structural instability (or metastability) may be tied to a
strong electron-phonon interaction, which in effect also
softens the phonons by renormalization.

C. Maximum Attainable Tc in Rl5's

There is no a priori reason why \ and hence Tc cannot be
higher than currently found. Recently, it was suggested (Ho
et al.f 1978) that temperatures ~25 K effectively acts to de-
crease the \ (T=0) value by the electron lifetime broadening
of DOS peaks due to electron-phonon scattering. They estimate
a reduction in Tc ~2°K for Nb3Ge. Our data on Tc and N(0) vs
po show that this ATC is an overestimate if one assumes that
temperature disorder and defect disorder are equivalent in the
sense that the smearing of N(0) depends on T which is affected
by both kinds of scattering. Our data (Ghosh et alm, 1978a)
show that for a p o change of about 2,5 ufl-cm Tc changes by
about 0.5°K. This change in p is equivalent to pthermal a t

2"5°K. Hence we conclude that the lowering of Tc would be about
0.5°K at 25°K due to thermal smearing of N(0). Furthermore,
for real materials like Nb3Ge or possibly Nb3Si the major con-
tribution to the resistivity at low temperature is not from
Pei-Ph» but from the defect disorder p o. Hence the DOS smear-
ing is more strongly dependent on the residual defect scatter-
ing than on phonon disorder.



In conclusion, it should be mentioned that N(O) appears to
approximately correlate with the residual defect structure.
For well-ordered compounds like V3Si and Nb3Sn, N(0) is high
and the p o ~2-10 iifl-cm (Taub and Williamson, 1974) and ~10 uCJ-
cm respectively. N(0) for Nb3Al is ~40% that of Nb3Sn and its
p o ~35-40 ufl-cm (Webb et al., 1977), while Nb3Ge has a low N(0)
and p o ~40-50 ufl-cm (Harper et al., 1975). These materials ara
disordered as evidenced from x-ray and neutron diffraction
studies (Sweedler et al., 1978), however, their Tc is high and
the \ values are all —1.7. we speculate that for niobium based
A15 materials whose Fermi energy lies near a peak in the DOS,
then as one increases the electron phonon coupling strength,
the structural instability inherent in the high Tc materials
(Matthias, 1970) causes the defect structure to increase there-
by reducing N(O)- We feel this is a possible mechanism by
which the X values are limited. In Nb3Ge, the trade off in
stability and N(O) may be just optimum to give a Tc ~>23°K.
Based on this speculation, the chances of Nb3Si (which will
have a higher p o then Nb3Ge) being a high T superconductor may
be a mere theoretical possibility.
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FIGURE 1. Behavior of Tc as a function of residual defect
resistivity p o . (a) shows Tc vs. po for NbjSn (o) ,
V3S1 (k) , VjSi single crystal data (0), Ub^.1 (+) ,
and NbjAl bulk (•). (b) shows data for Mo^Gez (A)
Tc and (+) N(O).
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FIGURE 2m N(O) behavior as a function of po. (a) NbjSn (4) ,
NbjGe (+). (b) shows N(O) for Nb3Al (+), and VjSi
(A, 0, o). See text for details. Lines are drawn
only to indicate trend of data.


